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CHAPTER I 

ANT RODUGT ION 

This study, to investigate the relationship, if any, bo» 

tween the attitudes of high sehool students tovard their parents 

end homes, and their general personal and school adjustment has 

resulted from the oxperiences of the writer in guidence work, In 

the published literature little infornation can be found which 

throws light upon the effect of positive or negative attitudes of 

children toward their parents and their homes, and acceptance of 

authority in school and their school adjustment, Knowledge of the 

relationship between school, personal, and hone adjustment should 

ald in underatending the child's adjustment in the school situa- 

tion, 

Francis and Filmore”, found thet parents! attitudes tovard 
school, schoolmates, diselpline, allowance and recreation hed only 

a Slight correlation with such factors as the I.Q. and school 

grades of their chi}.dren. 

Bonney”, indicated in his study that children with strong 
personality traits were attracted to other children who likewise 

  

i. Freneis, K. V. and Filmore, ©. As, "Influence of nvironzent Upon Personality of Children." Iowa University, University of Iowa Studies. Studied in Child w eifere. 1934. Vol. 9, No. 2. 

ae Bonney, M. EB, » "Personality Traits of So¢lally Successful and - Socially Unsuccessful. Children," dourns) of Educational Psychole ey Nov. 1943, Vol. 34, pages 449~72,
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were strong. The children popularly accepted by their associates 

end teachers possessed traits of aggressiveness and friendliness, 

Northway,” in a study of the personality patterns of 

children, observed that the children least ecceptable to their 
associates in school situations fell under three categories: (1) ree 

cessive children with no determinable expressive interests, (2) socially 

uninterested children who are usually quiet, shy, passive in school 

and unliked by others, (3) socially ineffective children who are 

often noisy, rebellious, and boastful. This study did not consider 

the general school adjustment of the children. 

Leute,” found more frietion between the child, his perents, 
and his teachers in the case of beys then for girls. However, he 

found no assoclition between types of personality traits of children 

and parental abtitude patterns, 

Gilliland and Hirschberg, ? in studying attitudes toward God 

and toward the New Deal found a positive relationship between the 

  

  

3s Northway, M. ba, "0 c." " A Study of Personality Patterns of Children Least leomptante to Their Age Months." Soclometry Feb. 1044. Vol. 7. 

he Persofal”invé Rin emng ox Parental Attitudes on si Jou - ersonai inventory Scores." Pedgzozica) Seminary Gen Paychology. Vol. 67, Decenber 1945, pages 195~20 

J Gilliland, A. R, end reeks 2 Gas Fatigue Relationship in Attitude," Jo : P LORY» Vol. 37, 7 1942, . 
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attitudes of children and those of their parents, The mothers" 

attitudes were more similar to those of their children than the 

fathers’. Sons' attitudes more closely resembled those of both 

parents than dic daughters’, 

Remners and Weltman® found, that attitudes among members 

of the seme fanily, especially toward such factors as political 

parties, were similar. The extent of saneness of attitude varied 

with the nature of the attitude object. The attitudes of older 

children (grades 11 and 12) were less like the attitudes of their 

perents then were those of younger children (grades 9 and 10). The 

attitudes of children of all ages were more similar to those of 

parents than to those of teachers, . 

Yonah, * suggested thet the greater ‘te child's suceess 

in school, the greater is his liking for school. The teachers! 

personalities determined greatly the attitudes of the children 

toward school, 

Mysra® attempted to study the relationship between home 

environment and pupil adjustment in high school. He coneluded that 

  

6, Reumers, H. H. end Weltmen, N., “Attitudes Inter-Relationships of 
Youth, Their Parents and Their Teachers." Journal of So¢ial Psy- 
Shology. Vol. 26, August 1947, pages 61-68, 

7. Monash, L., "Why Children Like or Dislike School," "Understanding 
the Child." Hduegtion Digest. Vol. 13, 1947, pages 29~31, 

8, Myers, Q. R., “Intra-Femily Relationships end Pupil Adjustment." 
Contributions to Educetion, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
No. 651, OV, 35=17474, 1935. Issued as a Master's Thesis at 
Columbia, 
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the children whose parents treated them as adults, considered their 

viewpoint, rewarded good behavior; and did not nag were rated in 

school as the well adjusted children. Likewise a grester percentaze 

ef the well adjusted children had good reletions with their siblings, 

than did the poorly adjusted ones. 

The aboveementioned studies coneern themselves with the 

relationship of eertein factors in the home, and the school and the 

child's general personality adjustment. They do not attempt to study 

the extent to whieh children's attitudes toward their parenbe are 

similar to or different from their attitudes toward others in 

authority such as teachers, nor do they attempt to study the assocla- 

tion betyeen attitudes toward parents and home adjustment of ehildren 

end such factors as the I.q. of the child, school progress and ac+ 

eeptence by his associates. 

Ubjiective of Stud 

  

The purpose of this thesis was to study the association 

between the high school senior's attitude toward his parents and his 

general adjustment end (a) his general school progress and (b) his 

acceptance asong his associates, 

  

The subjects for this study were seventy boys and girls en« 

rolled in the senior class of the Blacksburg, Virginia High School,
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during the year 1948-1949. The data for the study wore obtained 

through three sources: (1) The attitudes towards parents and 

teachers on the part of the student wore recorded by the students 

a schedule especially designed for this purpose. The students 

completed the schedules in their home rooms under the supervision 

ef their home room teachers. No nemes appeared on the schedules so 

that no one other then the investigator could identify the schedules. 

(2) The students! adjustment in school was obtained by a comparative 

rating of each student by three teachers, (3) The Gate on the students! 

general adjustment were obtained through the use of the Bell Adjust- 

nent Inventory. Data on the I, @. and grade averagos were secured 

from the permanent records of the school. 

idnitetlons of the study 

There are several limitations of this study. In the first 

place it is not known to what extent high school children can or 

would objectively record their attitudes toward their parents, ar 

toward their teachers, 

The investigator knew most of the students in this study well 

and was personally acquainted with certain of their fanily problems. 

Based on the information which had been obtained previously 1% was 

felt thet on the whole the student's reaction to parents was a might 

have been expected. In a few cases, based upon farmer counseling ser- 

vices, it was felt that the student was much more chariteble toward his 

parents than might have been expected,
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dnother Limitetion of this study was the set-up of the 

schedule on which the attitudes tovard the perents were recorded, 

fhe schedule may have been more reliable if the arrengenent from 

the best to the poorest reaotion had fallen an varying colume in 

the schedule, a variation which would have prevented any tendency to 

eheck all items in the seme colum. 

The cooperation of the students was voluntary for the 

students were assured thet they need not participate if they did not 

wish to do so. Six of the seventy-six students who vere in the ——- 

cless preferred not to participate, The students were assured complete 

anonymity relative to their schedule, with the “ee that they might 

be more free to eae to ‘the questions. 

  

" Stadt 

The seventy subjects in this study, of whom thirty-four 

were boys and thirty-six were girls, were the seniors enrolled in 

the Blacksburg, Virginia High Sehool during the year 1948-1949. 

This high school is located in tho southvestern part of Virginia, in 

Blacksburg, a college tom with « populatdon of 3,352.” 

Of the seventy seniors fourty-seven pereent Lived in the 

town, and fifty-three percent lived in the rural areas. 

  

9. "1950 Consus of Populetion, Prelininary Counts," U.S. Beparw 

of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Series } POD, No. 4, ku Aucust 10, 1950, 

page 3; Washingt, DB. Gs 
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The occupations of the fathers of the students ranged from 

unskilled to professional workers. In the skilled and semi-skilled 

group, there were twenty percent of the fathers. In the semi~ 

professional class which was made up of business and clerical, 

there were forty-three percent. In the professional class there 

were thirty percent. Only seven percent fell in the unemployed 

group or were deceased. 

The education of the parents ranged from practically no 

formal education to graduation from college, some parents having 

Ph.D, or U.D. degrees, Of the 140 parents thirty-five percent had 

from one-half year to seven years of elementary education, twenty- 

seven percent had attended high school or graduated from high school, 

and thirty-eight percent had attended or had been graduated from 

college. 

The ages of these students ranged from fifteen to twenty 

years, with the mean age of sixteen and a half. These students were 

fairly evenly distributed between small and large families. There 

were thirty parsent from one and two-child families, thirty~one per- 

cent in three and four-child families, while thirty-nine percent 

were in families of five or more children. 

If the Otis Quick-Scoring Gamma form intelligence test is a 

true measure of brightness, these students form a fairly good cross 

section relative to 1.Q., with a tendency toward the lower I.0.'s. 

Of the total group ten percent were very oapavinss twenty percent 

were superior, forty-four percent were average or échenids, and 

twenty-five percent were low average.
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Thus it appears that these seventy seniors represeuts a rather 

normal group of young people, fairly evenly distributed potween town 

and country homes, and between small, medium, and larce families. 

The majority come fram hones in which. the father represents a akilled 

or gemi~professional oacupation.
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GHAPTER IT 

STUDENTS’ GENERAL ADJUSTMENT PATTERN 

The extent to which the students in this study were well 

or poorly adjusted was obteined in two ways: namely, scores from 

the Bell Adjustment Inventory,*°r4 ona the ratings of three 

high school teachers. 12 

The grouping of the seventy senior high school students 

relative to general adjustment by the Bell Inventory is shown in 

Table 1, 

  

10. 

ile 

12s 

The Bell Adjustment Inventory is a standard test suitable for 
both sexes, The high reliabilities of the measures make possible 
comparisons of one individual with another, The measurement of 
four types of adjustment-nemely, home, health, secial, and emotional 
permits location of specific adjustment difficulties. The total 
score may be used to indicate the genoral adjustment of the 
student, 

The students were grouped secording to the clessification into 
which they fellenancly, excellent, good, avorege, unsatisfactory, 
and very unsatisfactory, These five measures are given not only 
for total personality, but for each of the four areas measured, 

Three teachers were asked to score each of the seventy seniora, 
The seniors were judged as to whether they were in the upper one} 
third, middle one-third, or lower one-third as to general adjust- 
ment, The final seore for each student was an average of the 
scores of the three teachers, For exemple, if all teachers scored 
a student "1" he was placed in the upper one-third or group I; if 
two of the teashers seored him "1," and one teacher seored hin "2,* 
he was placed in group I. However, if two or sore teachers seored 
him "2," he was placed in group II. If the student received a 
seore of "3," by two or more teachers he was placed in the lowest 
third or Group III,



Table 1. Students! Adjustment as Measured by the Bell Adjustment 
inventory 
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“If the Bell Inventory is a true measure of adjustment, these 

atudents are fairly well adjusted; thi percent are above 

  

avorage, while twenty+three percent were below average, 

| On the whole the boys were better adjusted in total personality 

than the giris, Of the boys, forty«seven percent scored above average 

in totel adjustment, while only seventeen percent of the girle so scored, 

This seme sux difference is noted when the separate measures of adjust~ 

meidered. The giris' poorest adjustment fell in the aroa 
ef heelth end in the emotional areca, while their beat was in home ade 

justment. The boys tended to seore more similarly throughout all 

areas then did the girls, with a slight tendency 

health and higher on emotional adj aster 

‘These results appear to conforn with the findings of Bell 

in o study made in 1934.4 He reported sex differences on adjustment 
between high school girls and boys nn eollege girls ond college 

boys in favor of the hoya. | 

      

to seore lower on 

Table 2, Adjustment Ratings of Seventy meine ae Seored 
Three igh School Teachers | 

  

    

Total 
_ ve | ea : Soi 
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| ‘By comparing Tables 1 and 2, the similority between the 

ratings’ of Bell and the teachers can be seen, The Bell Inventory 

and the teachers tended to divide the group similarly relative to 

the number who fell in the upper, middle, and lower one-third of 

adjustment, Both ratings plaeed a lerger proportion of the boys in 

the better adjusted group than girls. The Bell Inventory rated more 

girls below average in adjustment than boys, while the teachers 

tended to put a slightly larger proportion of boys below average, 

then girls, 

The Bell Inventory and the teachers' retings were not 

always similar for individual students, In Table 3, it will be 

noted that of the six students rated excellent in adjustment by 

the Bell : one was rated in the upper one=third by the teachers, 

four in the middle one-third and one in the lower one-third, of 

those who were rated unsatisfactory or very unsatisfactory ly the 

Beli, none were rated in the upper one-third by the teachers, ten 

were rated average by the teachers, and six were rated below average, 

The aseociebion betyeen the teachers’ ratings and those of Bell was 

not aignificantly close, | 

A question may be raised as to which rating is a truer 

measure of the student's totel adjustment. On the Bell Inventory 

the student records how he feels toward hinself and others, while 

the teachers! tage would wefLect bhe ahd s functioning in e 

school or social situation which may or may hot reflect his feelings. 

Furthermore, it may be that the teachers ere influenced by the grades 

of the student, for, according to Dale, "Phe groups differed more in



cheracteristies directly related to school success than in general 

personality traite, This may be due to the tendeney of teachers to 

regard the acadenieally successful pupil as well adjusted." 

Table 3. Gomperison of Stadenta? Adjustaent as Measured by Three 
High School Teachers and Bell Inventory 

ties cellent |Good Average |Unsatis~ | V« sealer 
Personality factory satiae - Btw 

  

  

  

  

Best in | a 

  

Adjustment 8,8 20.0 48.9 17,8 hed 45 

  

8.3 $.3| 33.3 | 25.0 | 25.0 12 
  

  

                  

  

In studying the students! general adjustment, factors asso~ 

  

15. Dale » Avy "A Gomparison of Two Groupe of Elenent: School 
Children Chassis rae sano. Adjustment on the avis of Teacher 
Rating,® Journ, SOMA ULOne | Leo BERR» Vols 35, L941, ial Ab Le 
2526 

16, Defining Probability. See Appendix, 
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Glated with adjustment may be of as great en imterest as actual 

seores of adjustment, Three factore in the lives of these chudentea 

were associated with general adjustment~nenely, (a) the size of the 

family, (b) the soeio-economie status of the family, and (c) the 

neighborhood lecale of the family. 

if these date are representative there is little reletion- 

ship between the students! total personality adjustment and the size 

of the femily. 

Table 4. Size of the Family in Relation to Total Personality 
Adjustment as Measured by Bell 

  

  
  

  

  

    
          
  

Total Per= Size of Family “Students 
sonality umber of Children in Pani! Totel Number 
icjustment | Small | 
Mean (4-2). 

Pereent 

Eacliens Ee 
end 45.5 2247 31.8 ae 

Good 

Average 21.8 37.5 40.6 32 

Unsaticfactory 
and very | 31.3 2500 437 16 

Unsatisfastary 

Total 
Nusber of 22 21 at 70 
students 
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The total personality adjustment of the students and the 

socio-economic status of the fanily are not significantly associated ; 

hovever, there is a slight tendeney for the students in the ‘anilics 

in whieh the father is wskilled to be hotter adjusted then in fenilice 

in whieh the father is skilled or in professional work. Some authoritics 

believe thet this is due to the pressures put on middle and upper 

clase femilies of students to "keep up with the Joneses." d4ecording 

to Merry and Merny," "adolescents in their middle teens are urged by 

their fauilies to cultivate the acquaintance of those femilies who are 

Socially prominent. This is particularly true of upper, lover, or 

iower middle clesses of society who are trying to rise in the social 

Scale. Tho belleve that one of the best wars to accomplish this is to 

have their children associate with those of higher economic status," 

Table 5, Total Personality Adjustment of Students as Mexssured by 
Bell and Souioelsonavio Status of Panily 

      
  

  

Father's oceupa- Measure 
tion by Class Excollent 

and 
4 a 

vorcent 

  

    

  

              
  

  

Ave merry, 3 Fakes and lave, = Vs the First First two Decades of Life, 
Harper and by: others <# * » pace D7, 

18, Of the seventy students, there were four whose fathers were unem mploys od 
anc one whose father was deceased,



The locale of the family appeared to have little asacelation 

with the personality adjustment of the students, Perhaps thie should 

pected for, as Breckenridve and Vineent?? say, "It ie diffieult 

to evaluate between rural end urben children, In the first place, no 
clear-cut boundarics between urben ond rural life exist, One merges 
into the other, We must remexber 

    

  

    
    

    

good end poor urban environs 

nent," 

Table 6, Total Personality Adjustment of Students as Measured ty 
Bell end Neighborhood Locale of — 

  

  

Measures of . 
Personality 

Total thmber of 
Students 

  

  

Exeellent 
end 56,5 4363 23 
Good 

  

sverage 33.2 | 67.8 31 
  

tnaattetectory 

Unsetietactory 

  

fotel Number Me 
of Students 32 38 70             

P 2 365 
P 4>.20 

  

    

    

19. Brockonrtdgo, y Marden, Ee, end Vincent, B, Lee, Child Develoomant ie B. Saunders Ca., mae Van ia a page 206.
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For the seventy high school seniors in this study, the 

following findings relative to personality ecjustment were made. 

1. On the whole the boys secmed slightly better adjusted 

in tobel personellty than the giris. 

4+ When the separate measures of adjustment were considered, 

the girle' poorest adjustment fell in the area of health and 

in the emotional area while the boys! was in health. The girls! 

best adjustment was in the home and the boys! was in the enotional 

aLGes 

3, Although the teachers renked the total class in adjust- 

nent similarly to Bell, the two ratdéngs were not the sane for 

individual students, In fuct, these ratings were not significantly 

close, 

4s The location of the fanily, the sine of the fanily, and the 

eveupation of the father had little if oxy association with the 

degree of adjustment of the student. The children of the unskilled 

workers wore better adjusted on the averaze than those of the 

professional workers; however, the total association was not signifi- 

cans
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CHAPTER IIT 

ATTITUDES OF STUDENTS TOWARD PAREND AID TEACHERS 

  

The seniors! attitudes toward parents and teachers were re« 

garded.on ea questionaire especially designed for this purpose, The 

students wore asked to express their reactions to seven quections 

concerning their relationship with ihedr parentsenamely, the extent 

$0 whieh they ‘Litkea their parente, liked to work with their parents, 

felt that their parents were folr in their treatment of then, enjoy» 

‘ed going places with then, were afraid of then, ete, The stores of 

tne etudente renged fron 100 to 240,70 : 

The four questions in relation to teachers weret do you 

like your teudhere you have had in schooly do your teaghers show 

favoritism; ate you afraid of your teachers; md do you think your 

teachers are fair to you, . 

These questdons were assigned numerical values in the sae 

henner as thoge soncerning perente. Therefore, any students who 

  

mawered each question in a coupletely positive manner received a 

score of eighty. The scores of the seventy | 

  

20, The responses of the students on questions concerning parents 
were given mmericel renkinge as follows: if the student checked 
“never or none" to positive questions, he reeeived a score of 
wero; if he checked "seldom" or "little," he seored five pointas 
“sometimes or; nedium,* he scored ten pointes "usually or much," he 
scored fifteen pointes end for "always or very much," he scored 
twenty points. Negative questions were scored in reverse, There« 
fore a student who scored completely positive on all resporses 
would receive a totel score of 240. The seores of the students in 
the study ranged fron 100 to 240 pointe, 

 



Table 7. Attitudes Toward Parents of Seventy High Sehool Seniors 

  

    

  

  

    

  

  
    

    

    

  

  

  
      

    

      

        

  

          

  

                

Presence 9 
 Aivays Usually seldom Hever 

Attitudes of Students or or or of 
: Very Much Much } Little Hone 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Boys |Girls| Boys | Girls| Boys|Girls| Boys|Girls Boys| Girls 

20] 

Zs / 

wis O40 

he (a Do. "you Tike ta go cL. aces with 3 your 
+ mother? 29.0/'72,0 |135,0 | 25.0 [26.0 | 6,0 | 3.0 | 3,0) 3.0 | 9.0 

, Od) Do you like to go places with your 

wie ther? 43,0141,0 14750 | 27.0 | 6,0 122.0 | 6.0 | 3.01 0,0 | 6,0 | 
5. (a) Is your mother fair in her treatment 

of yout 8200 |8ks0 115.0 | 23,0 | 3.0 | 5.0 | 9,0 | 0,0] 0,0 | 9,0 
ane your fathor fair in his treaiment : 

, 9.0 | 220 | 060 | 0,01 3.0 | 3.0] 0,0 | 3,0 | 
3,0 | 0.0 [14,0 [12.0 [12,0 [16,0/68.0 [50,0 
G0 Qe0 10s 0 1ii.0 1 9.0 | 320 193.0 186.0 

    

4
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seniors relative to attitude tevard teachers ranged as follows? 

twenty-seven scored fron sixty-five to eighty; seventeen scored 

eixty; and twenty-six scored fron twenty-five to fifty-five. 

    

; tae se seniors felt kindly toward their 

rents, They liked their mothers md fathers with a slight 
preferenes for their mothora, The boys rated their parents a 

| ‘Little higher then did the girls, Also the girls indicated uere 
fear of their parents, and more girle felt thet theiy parents showed 

favoritisna, | : ; 

These Potinae sean to be in keeping with those af certain 

peychologiete, In the study by Sirpson® off the parent preferences 
of young children he states that "500 carefully selected children... 

were given a battery of tests designed to measure perent preference... , 

  

owed more nother preference than father preference in 

apt tho five year old girls." Thies preference is further 

barne out by the ctudy of Meltaor@* who states, "It ig reasonable 
to expect thet the perent who is in a position to adminisker to the 

needs of the child will be et an advantage In witming his love to | 

the greatest extent, 

      

  

  

Aas Helter, Hes "sex Differences an Parental Preference aiktneniny 

  

Uberacter and Popsonelity, Oeteber, 1941, pages 114-125,  



0, Gole™ end Hurlock™ suggest thet the nore 

positive attitude toverd parents on the part of boys is due to the 

slower naturational rate. The girle' tendency to mature earlicr 

pated earlicr from the hone. This 

  

esusee them to peek to be emia 

  

desire, esconpenied with the tendency of parents to “hold girls 

  

down" so to speak, may account for the greater friction between 

efoleseent girls end their parents, — 

  

The extent to whieh children react similarly or difforent= 

ly toward those in authority whether they be in the home or out of 

the heme de of interest to sehool personnel, Those students did 

not react the gawe to acthority ir tho home and in the school if 

      

attitudes tovard parents end teachers are true measures of their 

reactions. 

These senior: woro sore chardteble toward their parents then 

    le, ninety-five pereent of then 

alveys liked thoir mothers, ninety percent always liked their fathers; 

in contrast only fifteen pervent of the boys and thirty~thres per+ 

cent of the givls always liked their teachers. If one 

ont, 

in u. t. oo 2 280 and 307 < 

24. Horlock, Eligabeth B., Adole t Develounen 
Roolk Cds» aNGey a. Ys 1949, nw > Sil. 

   

    



ineludes in "Liline" those who say thet they ueucdlly like their 

teachers, the percentage becomes seventy-four percent of the 

boya and seventy-eight persent of the girls, ‘This leaves better 

than one fowrth of theboys ani girls who dislike th: teachers ap 

often as or mere often then they like them. The students’ responses 

shown in Table 8, 

Although the boys were slightl; 

aiidtude toward their parente tian were the girls, the girls vere 

novo positive toward their teachers. Phe sex difference, | 

however, was not sufficiently great to be significant stevisticaliy, 

Zt is not Ines why the givts should feel less charitable 

toward their parents and nore charitable toward their teacher 

the boys, The fect that girls usually spend more time in the hone 

then boys way meke thon fcol more keenly their differences with 

the perentg,. another possible explenetion is that perents tend to 

be sonewhab more concerned over the behavior of girle then of boys, 

    

positive in their 

      

@ then 

    

On the other hand 

  

the fact that girls have to give more attention 

to routines in the hone may make 1% easier for then to accept the 

wouline of the school, than ia true of the boyay 

Cole offers es on explanation of the less positive atti- 

tude of boys toverd teachers the fect thet as boys grow older they 

show a decressing interest (n current events and religion, at no 

age do they vent to welte shout children; their interest in travel 

  

  

    tela gy a a. r of d aie SGSenrce, 

en ‘San Yori, tae pans Toile.



Table 8, Attitudes Toward Teachers of Seventy Hich School Seniors 

  

  Presence of Stidinde   

  

  

  

    

Attitude Toward Allway: or Usually or| Sometimes [Seldon or Hever or Wo 
Teachers Very Much Much or Hedium Little Yone Answer 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Boys |Girls| Soys [Girls | Boys | Girls |Doys |Girls| Boys |Girls | Boys (Giris 

1, Do you think your 
teachers are fair 
$0 you? . Ade? 16,6 67,6 $8.3 &.8 anak BD 5.6 549 Rao 0.0 5.6 

2, Do you like the 
teachers you have 
in school? Vhe7 (3303 | 5868 | 4404 20.5 194|. 509) 060 | 0,0 | 0,0 0.0| 2.8 

3. Do your teachers show me 

4, Ave you afraid of your 
teachers? 0.0) 2,8 | 0,0] 0.0 0.0 SeF |Lde? |33.3 [85.3 (55.6 | 0.0 | 0.0                             

t
g
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32 

is high at all times, while that in athletics, machines, and 

  

vocational toples increases decidedly fron grade 

do not like to write about school as well es girls do, although 

their interest shows sone improvement during the high school years 

perhaps beeause those who dislike school most have left, 

  

If these data warrant generalizations 1+ would appear that 

one Gannot predict en individuel student's reaction toverd bis 

teachers on the basis of hie reaction toward his parents, 

In Table 9 it will be noted that there is no relationship 

between the attitudes of these students tovard their parents and 

toward their teachers, Of the students were most favorable 

tovard their parents as many were in tho lowerwattitude group toverd 

teachers as in the uppersattitude group, The sane is true for the 

other two groups of students, 

Table 9. Attitudes of Seventy High Sehool Seniors Towaré Their 
Parents in Relation to Their Attitudes Toward Their 
Teachers 

  “Attitude Toward | 
Parents 

  

ltude| Lowest Attitude 
Group 

Total 

  

  

    

              IS
 B
A
B
 

‘ 

   



9% is mot know whether these students ere typical of 

high school seniors; hovever, these findings secon feirly logicn, 

It ig the belief of the writer thet students do not react to adults 

in » generalized pattern, but thet they react to the individual 

personally, whether he be found in the howe or in the school, Thus 

like one parent end dislike the other, Thies individual response 

to personalities has been observed from children's reactions to 

associates their own ago, and it ie believed that the sane would 

hold truco for children's reactions to adultes, Merry and erry 

in the diseussion of studles wich have beon mide, stete that "igh 
school pupils are keenly evarc of the porsonality traite exitbited 

by the teachers and as a consequences form atrong Likes and dislikes 

of then." | | | 

          

The findings in this chapter indicate thats 

i. High echool seniors, on the whole, like their parents 

and their teachers; however, they are nore charitable toverd 

their. parents then towerd their teashers, 

  

       

Seceee mretiere, 3 i, i de 1350," pages Z ‘a



2, High school inition boys Like thedr perents better 

than do the girls, while the girls like their teachers better 

then do the boys. 

3, There appears to be little transfer in the students’ 

attitudes toward their parents and toward their teachers. The 

students who were is most positive in attitude toward parents 

were just as apt x be in the poorest group in attitude toverd 

teachers ae in the best group and vice versa.
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GHAPTER IV 

STUDENTS' SCHOOL PROGRESS 

When attempting to compare the school progress of groups 

of students, one must kmow the extent to which those being compered 

have the same capacity for learning, The best measure of this cape- 

city appears to be the I.Q.'s of the students, 

  

The I.Q.'s of the seventy students in this study were secured 

through the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Ggma Test.?” Prior to 

this study, the Otis Gama test had been administered to these seniors 

by trained guidance personnel and the results had been recorded on 

the students! permanent record cards. 

The 1.4. soores™” of these seventy students ranged from 

74, to 118 with the modal group (sixty-four percent) falling between 

90 = 109. The distribution of students relative to I.Q. may be seen 

in Table 10, 

The I.Q.'s of these students may be lower than should have 

been expected when their I.Q.'s are compared with the national average 

  

27. Otis, Arthur H., Mianug) of Directions for Game Test, Mew York 
World Book Company, New York, page 405. This test was used to fur 
nish ratings on 1.Q. because it had been. given to all the students 
before the study was begun and the I.@. scares were available, 

26. As measured by Otis.



for the totel adult population of the United States, Ten 

persent less of the students fell in the 110 or sbove 1.4, group, 

    

and five percent more in the 69 em less 1,Q. group. Since these 

students are seniors in high school, no doubt one has. the right to 

assume thet the lowest 1.Q.'s of their class hed dropped out af 

school during gramar school end the first year of high school. 

The I.Q.'s of tho boys end of the girls vere neorly the 

geme with 2.3 percent move of the girls falling im the group of 

110 oy above, and 443 percent more of them falling in the group 

Table WwW, The a 

  

avo pings of the ny High School Seniors 

  aa 

i «Qe 

Classes 

  

National Average®? 

  

    

               
Total muaber 
of students Bey 36 70 100.0 =               

Although the I.Q.'s of these students were slightly below 

the netional average of the general population, the education of the 
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parents of these students was considerably above the average 

education for adults in the nation, . 

fable lL. Sducation of Parents of These Students Compared With 
pie)  fotel Adult Males and Females in the U.S.% 

  

  

  

  
  

    

  

  
    

  
  

              
  

  

fhe grade average of each of these studente which was 

wnenent record is the average grade for ali 

pcademie subjects for the four years of high school, 

these students are high in light of their I.@.'s. aoe ten poreent 
of tho etudente ranked 110 or above in Lees 

percent avereced A and B in grades for the four years = nigh school, 

On the other hand twenty-six pereent of the students scored gighty< 

nine or less in I.G., ond only mime percent mado D grades. 

        

  

30, Netional Industriel Gonferenee Board, "The &: rence Board Business 
Pact Book," The Conference Board, New York alte, Wi. Teg 1%9, 
page 24. Adult males and females are those fifteen years of 
age and over, 

   



Table 12. Grade Averaces for the Seventy Seniors for Four Years 
of High School 

  

  

  

    

      

  

  

      Total Number of Subjects a       

  

ging from the grede arorages, the girls were signif’ 

cently better students for their ability then wore the boys, Of 

  

the gitls, seventy-two percent averaged A or B for the four years 

of high school as compared to thi 

' On the other hand only eleven percent of the girls seored 110 or 

above on the Otis 1,Q. test as compared to nine persent of the 

  

‘uy=dive poreent of the boys. 

boys. 

Table 13. Grade Averages of Seventy Seniors in Relation to 1.0. 

  

      

Student g| 
    

  

     To & over BOn 
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These sex differences in scholastic achievement are ain 

keeping with gencrally eceepted belief, bot they are aiftieult to 

explain. It is questionable whether they can be explained on the 

basis of difference in intelligence. it is gunerablg aecepted that 

giris tend to be slightly superior to boys in intelligence during the 

eatlicr years, especially in preschool ages, int thet as the 

student reaches high school these differences sre insignificant. 

Stoddard and Welinen®! state, "Girls tend to be slightly superior 

to boys in tests of general intelligence, but the differmees during 

  

the school age range may be considered insignificant. However, at 

the preschool agesthe girls arc clearly in advance of the boys an 

present day developuentel scales." Certain psychologists explain 

this sex difference in scholastic achievement on the basis of better 
ent, facts associated with the high 

  

enotional and social develop 

sehool organization, and on the more rapid rate of maturation of 

giris,32,33 

  

31. Stoddard, I. D. and Wellman, B. L., Child Psycholory, | 
ee New York, 1934, page 156. 

FE, and Merry, R.V. "fhe F: : jes. 
es and wee » New fork, 1950, mee 2 

Por ome ed, however, that echo success ig not 
earning ability alone. Social - prose ius tment 

also ai 0 are. vital Sectors in wage. edgoationgs nal, progress om 
oubte ee influenced profoundly See atomical 

wa snoalitoal ogical developnent,* 

33s Norris Rath, "Personality Ratings of Hig i School Pupiis in Relabion 
hols Suet Suctess in Schook,* io E asin, 1944, pages 33-40. 
tite study by Norris 4 ooed B. % there is a tendency gor 

‘a TB emule of wonen to io a girls. in ibis to roent or 
the te in the U S. wee vonen end 
lenctuns were Re. (ine : saad beck af tame, A951, 
Noy York World Telegram Cor.) paze 580, 
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Will the child who is heppier with his parents make the 

better progress in school? If these deta are representative, no 

positive association existe between these two factors. In Table 14 

and Chart I, it will be noted thet the grade averages of the 

students who hed the best attitudes toward their parents were similer 

to these of the group with the poorest attitudes toward parents, 

The average group in attitude toward perents had the best grades, 

fable 14, Students’ Attitudes toward Parents and Progress in Sghool 
  

Attitude Toward Total 

Parents Number 

of Students 

  

  

~~ pie 
      
  

  

    
  

  

                       

iad | deal Bal 27 

Sol natlieall 290k | Li ede fo 

Mu scalar endunacibich 710 

P wl 430 

When the grade averages ore equated for the three abtitude~ 

groups of students on the basis of T.Qe the trend indicated in 

Table 15 and Chart I sieuinias increasingly significant. In Table 15
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                                A B 
Grade Averages 

ta Group I - Best*in Attitude Toward Parents 

Group II - Average in Attitude Toward Parents 

4 Group III - Poorest in Attitude Toward Parents 

a Percentage of Total 

CHART I. GRADE AVERAGES OF STUDENTS IN RELATION 
TO ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTS 
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and Chart II the percentage of students in each attitude group with 

I.Q.'s of A, B, ©, and D and the percentage of students in each group 

who averaged these school grades are shown. 

Table 15. Attitudes Toward Parents in Relation to Sehool Progress and 

  

  

    

  

  

Te Ge 

C.._iv & of Students 
1 eiiinneaiatnissaarat peenreneneey nites senntoi 

Attitudes Toward A B G DB Total Number 

__Parents Percent | Percent | Percent|Percent | of Students | 

Best in A Ll.Qs B Ia, G Ishs |B Tate 

Attitude 10.0 40,0 | 55.0 25.0 20 
foward Parents A Grade | B Grade | ¢ Grade|D Grade 

10,0 40,0 45.0 5-0 

Average in ; AI. | BIQ. | O Tete |D IG. 

Toward Parents A Grade | B Grade | C Grade|D Grade 
2202 hed 29.6 367 

Poorest in Al@ | BEsQsc| G24. |B 1.4. 
Attitude 0,0 hee 3 60 * 8 34.8 23 

Toward Parents A Grade | B Grade | C Grade |) Grade               8.7 | Bhe8 | 392 | 17h 
  

X* = 65.0 

Po =< .01 

The students who were average in attitude toward parents 

made significantly higher grades for their 1.Q. than did the students 

who had the most wholesome attitudes toward parents. on the other 

hand, the students who had the poorest attitudes toward their parents 

made slightly better school pregress for their ability than did those 

who had the best attitudes toward parents. This relationship is 

difficult to explain, Could this mean that the studente who fell in 

the middle group relative to attitude toward parents are more objective
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AB C D A B Cc D A B C D 

Group [I Group II Group III 

i Student's I.@. A Student's Grade Average 

      

Group I - Best in Attitude Toward Parents 
Group II - Average in Attitude Toward Parents 
Group III - Poorest in Attitude Toward Parents 

CHART II. SCHOOL PROGRESS AND I.Q. OF STUDENTS IN 
RELATION TO ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTS



and analytical then those who completely accepted their parents, or 

were very critical of them, and thet this sane ability to be cbjeotive 

and analytical is reflected in their better grades? 

  

The Bell Adjustment Inventory” was used to seeure the home~ 

adjustment scores on the student, Of the seventy students, forty- 

four pereent scored "excellent" end "good" in hone adjustment, 

thirty-one percent geored "average," while twonty-four percent’ 

scored unsatisfactory" or “very unsatisfactory" in home adjustment. 

When the grade avercgee of the students were studied with 

relation to ho: ) adjustment (Table 16), there was a tendency for 

those who were bebhar adjucced in their hasies 398 to meke the better 

grades; however, the trond was not great enough to be statistically 

significant, 

fable 16. Students! Home Adjustment as Measured by Bell, and Sehool 
Progress 
  

Home Adj austen’   

  

    
  

  

  
  

  
        

  

        
x” = 2 

P 4 > #* 10 

  

34. For disoussion of Bell Adjustment Inventory see pege,7,
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When the grade averages are equated for 1.0. the rolation« 
ship between hone adjustment, as measured by Bell, and school 

progress becomes highly significant, but the relationship is not in 

a straight line. This is shown in Table 17, and It. 

Table 17, The Hone Adjustment. of Sina Santee 
Bell and Grade Averezes in Relation to ivQe 

  

as Measured by 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

The students With the best home adjustment did not niin as 

  

& BR 

Percent | Percent 

A 1.4. B idk © 28 | 2 E.5. 
aS 12.9 51.6 “2940 31 

A Grade 0 Grade | CG Grade) D Grade 
25.8 41.9 29.0 . | 3.2 

Ata. | BiG. | 8 i. TPL 
Average 0.0 0.0 63.6 36.4, 22 

A Grade B Grade | ¢ Grade| D Grede 
45 31.8 . 50.0 13.6 

0,0 5.9 ttle 88.4.2 5.9 i7 
A Gr 5 Grede | 6 Grade D Grade 
5.9 47,0 3543 18 

= 145.8 

good a showing in reletior to school progreas for their ability 
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Group I - Home Adjustment Excellent or Good (0 - 5) 
Group II - Home Adjustment Average (5 - 13) 
Group III - Home Adjustment Unsatisfactory or 

CHART III. 

Very Unsatisfactory (10 - 20) 

SCHOOL PROGRESS AND I.Q.OF STUDENTS IN 
RELATION TO HOME ADJUSTMENT 
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as did those in the average group. For example, the best adjusted 

students averaged 3.5 times as many A and B grades as 1.Q. would 

warrant, and .56 times as many C's, and .1]1 times as many D's. Of 

the students with average home adjustment, thirty-six percent made 

& and B grades, and none had A and B I.G.'s. Only .79 times as 

many made C's as had C 1.0.'s and .37 times as many made D's as had 

b 1.Q@.'s. The group poorest in home adjustment made 9 times as 

Hany 4 and B grades as 1.W. would warrant, .4 times as many C's, 

and 2 times as many D's as 1.4. would warrant. 

Why this relationship exists is not known. Perhaps the 

students who are well adjusted at home do not feel they need grades 

for personal satisfaction. Those in the average home adjustment 

may feel that the school program is more of a challenge to them 

and therefcre work harder. 

  

When attempting to study factors associated with students! 

school progress the student's relationship with his teachers usually 

comes into consideration. In this etudy there was no significant 

association found between attitude of students toward their teachers 

and grade averages. This is shown in Table 16.



Paeble 18. Attitudes of Seventy High Sehool Seniors Toward Teachers 

and Progress in School 

  

  

Attitades Toward 

Best Attitudes 

      

Fotal lumber 

  

  

average Atvtitudes| — 
Toward Teachers | 23.5 294, 11.8 a7 

  

Poorest Attitudes 
Toward Teachers 3.8 (hed 7.7 

  

Total Number of 
Students 10             
  

On the other hand when gerade averages are equated for I.Q., 

  

ss of the student, i.e. the student's grade average in re- 

lation to his ability, is highly associated with attitude toward 

teachers, (See Table 19 and Chart IV). 

 



Table 19. 
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and Progress in School in Reletion to 1.4. 
Attitudes of Sementy High School Seniors Toward Teachers 

  

Attitude Toward 
Teachers 

  

Percentage of Students With Grade dverages 
' EE cscs 

  

Totel 
Nunber 
<< 

Siudenta 

  

Best Attitude 
Toward Teachers 

& 1.4. 

A Grade 
18.5 

6 I.g.. 
The0 
CG Grade 
2946 

D T.&, 

1665 
D Grade 

Teh 
a? 

  

Average Attitude 
Toward Teachers 

A 1.8, 

A Grade 
23.5 

B t.a. 
iL 
B Grede 
Rak, 

6 T.Q. 
58.8 
© Grade 
3503 

D I.Q. 
23.5 
D Grade 
1.8 

i7 

  

Poorest Attitude 
Tovaerd Teachers     A TGs 

0.0 
A Grade 
38   3B Le 

Tet 
B Grade 
42e3   G Fate 

61.5 
G Grade 
46.2   a T.Qs 

D Grade 
Ve?     

  

The relationship here is not in a straight line. 

P - 
te < 401 

The students 

who made the better grades for their ebllity either liked their 

teachers of disliked then. Those in the averace croup with reference 

to attitude toward touchcors shoved the least school progress for 

their ability. For exeuple, the students who were most positive 

toward their teachers averaged 6,5 tines as many A ond B grades as 

I.G. would warrant, .39 as many 6's, and .40 as many D's. Those



  

  

  

  
  

  

      

S
O
S
A
 

                                         a
 

    B Cc D A B Cc D 
Group I Group II Group III 

a Student's I.Q. Student's Grade Average 

Group I - Best in Attitude Toward Teachers 
Group II - Average in Attitude Toward Teachers 
Group III —- Poorest in Attitude Toward Teachers 

j 

{ 
| | 

CHART IV. SCHOOL PROGRESS AND I.Q. OF STUDENTS IN 
RELATION TO ATTITUDES TOWARD TEACHERS
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falling in the average group so far as attitude toward teachers 

go averaged 2.9 times as many A and B grades as 1.Q. would warrant, 

+60 as many C's, and .5 as many D's. Those with the poorest attitude 

toward teachers averaged 6.2 times as many A and B grades as I.Q. 

would warrant, +73 as many C's, and only .25 times as many D's. 

Why should the students who like or dislike their teachers make 

better progress for their ability than the middle group? Perhaps 

those who liked their teachers were stimulated to work and please 

their teachers and those whe disliked the teachers were afraid not 

to work. 

  

The Bell Javentory” 4 was used to obtain total personality 

scores of the student. 

Of the seventy students thirty-two percent scored "excellent" 

and "good" on total personality, forty-six pereent scored "average," 

and twenty-three percent scored ‘unsatisfactory’ and “very unsatis- 

factory" on total personality. There was no relationship found in 

this study between total personality and grade averages of the 

students. 

  

35. See footnote page 16
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Table 20, Studentst Total Personality Adjustment as Measured by 
Bell as Related to School Progress 

Totel Personality | Percent of Students with Grade | Total Nusber 
Adjustment ivereazes of Students 

| hescsbssaonahineReceal 
2267 | 4059 3is8 dea 22 

enero Lieb | 4308 | 3203.1 94 22 

O20 | Bhe3 | 560.3 | 12.5 nat 

Total Number 
of Students 10 28 26 6 

a 

z 2 > 250 

if these data are any criteria, total personality adjustment 

is not closely associated with students' grade average, but school 

progress and 1.0, are closely associated, 

Table 21, Total Personality of Seventy High School Seniors as 
Measured by Bell and Grade Averages in Relation 

  

  

  

  

        
  

  
  

  

      

to i. @. 

Total Personality | Percent of Studente with I.G. and] Tobal Tunber 
Adjustment memprimmiitees Avere.ag of Students 

A 3 o.. D 
Exeellent end Good |A IQ. | B I.G. Cia. | B F.8. 

A Grade CG Grede | D Grade 
| 22.7 Bi |Aed 

4 oo 3 Ge G Grade p Grade ” 
re iuita kt... detet 3 9.4. 
Unsatisfactory AieG. | B isu Us a0G. | OD daQ 
Very Unsatisfactor; O» 6,2 ibe . 7 “la arate | B’tfade | B82ade | p'et2oe » 

O20] 21.3 36.3 1205  



age in personality adjusteent 

made significantly better grades 4 ith respeet to ability than did 

those with the best or poorest adjustment. These anitegin in perm 

sonality adjustment averaged 9.4 as many A and B grades, .55 as many 

G's, and .29 as many D's ap I1.4.'s would warrant. These who seored 

    

The students who scored aver 

Semecliont or good" in adjustment averazed 3.4 times as many A and B 

inde as 1,4. would werrant, .5 tises “= meny O's, and ,24 times es 

many Dis, The students who were unsatisfactory, or very unsatisfactory 

in adjustment averaged § tines eas many A's ané Bts, «59 tines as many , 

G's, end juct as many D'e ef 1,Q.'s would warrant. 

In the previous discussion, it was shown that the students 

who were svorage on hone wijastuont made the best sehool gratee 
Cor their shility and the studeits who scored averege on total 

personality edjustment made the best. 

fable 22 the reletionship between Totel Personality Adjustment and 

Hone Adjustment of students is shown. | 

SP eos for Seeir ebllity. in 

  

Table 22. The Relationship Between Total Personelity Adjustment and 
Home Adjustment of Seventy Hich Sehool Seniors as Measured by Bell 

  ~Tistal 
ary Students 

    
Totel Personality |__ 

  
  

a   

lis
 

  

Very Unsatisfactory 0.0 25.0 758 16 
              Total Number a - 

of ‘Students 31 22 17 90 
 



a4 

Although there is a relationship between total personality 

adjustment and home adjustment, this is not the same for all students. 

Of the students who scored excellent and good on the total adjustment, 

eighty~two percent scored excellent and good on the home adjustment, 

only forty-four percent of those who scored average on total adjustment 

scored average on home adjustment, and seventy-five percent of those 

who scored unsatisfactory and very unsatisfactory on total adjustment 

80 seored on home adjustment. While this is not penton’ association, 

the association is sufficient to be significant statistically. This 

seems to be in agreement with the beliefs of sone psychologists. For 

instance, Merry and Merry” 6 state, "The family group has greater 

influente upon personality than any other cultural agency." 

From the data given in Chapter IV the following conclusions 

seem evident: 

1. The students in this study were slightly below the 

national average in 1.Q.'s as measured by the Otis Gamna 

Quick-Scoring Intelligence Test. 

2. .The four-year high school grade-averages of these students 

were higher than would have been expected on the basis of 1.Q. 

The girls had better grades for their 1.Q. than did the boys. 

  

36. Merry, K.M., and Merry, R.V., The First Two Decades of Life, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1950, page 465.
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3. There was a relationship between students! attitudes 

toward parents and school progress; however, it was not in the 

direction which may have been expected. The students who were 

average in their attitude toward their parents made the best 

grades for their ability. 

4. The students whe were average in home adjustment made 

better grades for their ability than did those who were less 

well adjusted or were better edjusted in their homes. 

5. When attitudes toward teachers were considered, students 

who had the best attitudes toward teachers were also those 

students who made better grades for their ability; however, they 

had only slightly better work for their ability than those who 

had the poorest attitudes toward teachers. The students who 

scored average in attitude toward teachers made the poorest 

grades in relation to ability. 

6 If these data are any criteria, total personality 

adjustment of students is not closely associated with student 

grade averages, although it is significantly associated with 

school progress in relation to 1.4. The students who scored 

average on personality adjustment made significantly better 

grades with respect to their ability than those who were the 

best adjusted and those who were the poorest in adjustment. 

7. The students who were better adjusted in total per- 

atnality adjustment usually het the beat boxe déjustent.
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CHAPTER V 

ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS BY ASSOCIATES 

In securing data on the social acceptability of the students 

by their classmates, the class acceptability questionnaire designed 

by H. Edeund Bullis?’ was used. 

This questionnaire required the pupils to anewer a series 

ef questions concerning their preference for members of their class 

as to leaders, social companions, helpers in school activities and 

other social contacts. This seale is so arranged that the student 

who receives a creater number of votes would be considered most 

secially acceptable by his davectates: . 

On the whole the girls were slightly more socially accept- 

able than were the boys. Of the girls twenty-two percent were in 

_ the most socially acceptable group in comparison to fifteen percent 

of the boys. When one looks at the lower percentage of votes received, 

eighty-five percent of the boys fell in the least acceptable group 

while seventy-eight pereent of the girls fell in the same category. 

Although the percentage of students falling in the low group for 

social aeceptability is high these findings are in keeping with the 

belief of certain psychologists. For instance, Hurlock?® states, 

‘Many adolescents are not popular." The writer might add here that 

the students who received the hichest social acceptability scores on 

  

       37. Bullis, H. Edmund and O'Malley, Edmily, Human Relations in the 
Classroom, Delaware State Society for Mental Hygiene, Wilmington, 
Delaware, 194.7, pages 9-10. Copy of questionnaire in Appendix. 

38. Wurlock, E. B., Adolescent bevelopment, MeGraw-Hill Book Cos, 

Ine., New York, 1949, page 201.
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this questionnaire were the same students who were chosen as the class 

leaders several months after these date had been collected, 

Table 23, Social Acceptability By Associates of the Seventy Seniors 

  Students Pereentaze of a a Reoel eine Total lumber 
¢ ilumber o es of Students 

  

      
  

  
“35 or nore | 10 - 0 | 5 

boys 11.7 2.9 | 32.3 | 52.9 3h 
                Girls 13.8 6.3 | 13.6) 63.9 36 

  

The social acceptability of the student by his associates 

appears to be unrelated to his attitude toward his parents, (see 

Table 24; These {findings seen contrary to accepted opinion. 

Table 24. Soelal Acceptability of Seniors in Relebion to Attitude 
Toward Parents 

  

Attitude Toward Per reentage of Students | ae @ Total Number 
Parents . neci fie: A ihe abe oft ; of Students 

  

   “510       

Best Attitude 

  

  

                
  

Toward Parents 15.0 5.0 30.0 | 80,0 20 

Average Attitude 

| Poorest Attitude 
Toward Parents fasbe. Ast, | thet | 69.5 abe 
Total Number of 

Students be We 4, 18 | 39 70 

a 2 = 3.6



it is generally assumed that the ehiid.who, for one reason 

or another, feels insecure in the hone enviromaent carries into his 

senool a fecling of insecurity which retarda or opposes succecsful 

social adjustments with hsl teachers and clasmates, ‘Hurlock” 9 

states, of the adolescent, "He is keenly aware of the other children's 

attitudes toward him, and is anxious to heve these abiitudes as 

favorable as possible, When the standards of behavior of the 

group differ fram those of the hone, the child identifies hinself 

with the group, and is influenced more by 1% than by the family." 

The student's attitude toward his teachers appears to be 

significantly associated with social acceptability of associates, 

fable 25, Social Acceptability of Seniors in Relotion to Attitude 
Toward Teachers 

  

Attitude Tovard bayer of Students Receiving a| Total Number 
Teachers Ache EASE a of Students 

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

                

ee." zi 05 
Best Attitude 

, Toward Teachers 2242 Vuk oaed | 370 27 

average 1 “_e 
a : 3746. 9,0 BD and de®. ai 
isd itdbede 

Toward Teachers 0,0 Tal | 1902 | 73d 26 
Total mumber of | 
Students Sik |e a. 

Rg WS 
PP we < 46% 

  

39. Hurlock Be Bs st enna Development, McGrew-Hi11 Book Go, 
New York, 1949; page 156. eer ae 
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it is seen from the above table that of those students 

with the best attitude toward teachers twenty-two percent were in 

the highest group for social acceptability, and thirty-seven percent 

were in the lowest; of those with an average attitude toward 

teachers eighteen percent were in the highest group, and fifty-nine 

percent were in the lewest; and of those with the poorest attitude 

toward teachers none were in the high group for social acceptability, 

and seventy-three percent were in the lowest. 

Nothing was found in the published Literature which answers 

the question as to why the student's secial acceptability should be 

closely related to his attitude toward his teachers, and not related 

to his ateionde toward parents. Perhaps the situations in which the 

student finds himself with his associates and with his teachers are 

quite similar, and tend to elicit similar behaviors from him. 

  

It is generally assumed that the most socially acceptable 

students are not only the leaders, but usually are more intelligent 

than those who are unacceptable. Hurlock*? states that investigators 

"agree that the relationship between academic grades and leadership 

is great enough to be considered reliable." 

  

    40. Hurleck, E. B., Ph.D., Adolescent Development, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, .
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In addition to Hurlock, Co1e*t substantiates this in saying, 

"They (the socially acceptable) are usually more intelligent than the 

average, they get better marks. They are taller and heavier, they 

are in better health, they are a bit older than the average, they 

come from a slightly higher socio-economic background, their athletic 

abllities are higher, and their social adjustment is better." 

The findings of this study bear out this relationship between 

social acceptability and intelligence and academic progress, In 

fables 26 and 27 it will be noted that the social acceptability 

of these seniors by their associates is in direct relationship to 

the I.Q. and academic standing of the student, .. 

Table 26. Social Acceptability of Seniors in Relation to Sehool 

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  
  

                  

Progress 

Grade Percentage of Srudents Receiving Total Number 
Averages ww ae. pecified Number of Votes of Students 

Number of Votes 
20 or more | 10-20 | 5-10 | 0 =5 

A 60,0 20.0 10.9 | 10.9 10 

B Tel Tel_| 25,0 | 60.8| 28 

C 3.8 0.9 38.4 | 57-6 26 

D 0.0 0,0 0.0 | 100.0 6 
Total Number 
of Students 9 4 8 39 70 

X* = 35.6 
P =< .O1 

  

Al. Cole, Iuella, Ph.D., Psychology of Adolescence, Rinehart 
and Cox: New York, 1949, page 234.
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Table 27. Social Acceptability of Seniors in Relation to I.Q. 

  

    

  

  

  

                

= < 202 

I.Q. Percentage of Students Receiving | Total Number 
Specified Numbers of Votes of Students 

Number of Votes 

20 or more | 10-20 | 5-10 | 0-5 

A. L.Ge 200.00 0.0 0,0 0.0 2 

B. 1.Q- 20.00 20.0 | 20.0 | 40.0 5 

|_ ©. 2.9. 13-3 Ack | 26.7 | 55.5 45 

D, J. 0, 0,0 5.6 | 27.8 | 66,7 18 

Total Number 
of Students 9 4 18 39 70 

X* = 18.5 

P 

Although the student's I.Q. and academic progress were 

significantly associated with social acceptability by associates, 

this same relation was not found in the home adjustment and total 

personality adjustment of the students. 

will be seen that there is a tendency for the student who is well 

adjusted in his. home and who has better general adjustment to be more 

socially acceptable, but the association is not great enough to be 

statistically significant. 

In Tables 28 and 29 it 
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Table 28. Social Acceptability of Seniors in Relation to the 

Students! Home Aajustment as Measured by Bell 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                
  

Measure of Percentage of Students Receiving Total 

Home Adjustuent Specified Number of Votes Number 

Number of Votes 
20 or more | 10-20 | 5-10 | 0-5 

Excellent and 
Good 22.6 967 2528 41.9 2 

Average Ae5 0.0 | 31.81 63.6 22 

Unsatisfactory and 
Very Unsatisfactory 539 529 17.6 | 70.6 LZ 

Total Nunber of 
Students 9 4 | Ss 39 70 

x? = 9.0 

P = < eL0 

Table 29. Percentage of Students Receiving Social Acceptability 
Votes in Relation to Total Personality Adjustment as 
Measured by Bell 

  

  

  

  

                
  

Total Personality Percentage of Students Receiving; Total Number 
Measures a Specified Number of Votes of Students — 

Number of Votes 
20 or more | 10-20 | 5-10 | 0-5 

Excellent and 
Good 2202 Teh | 3323 1 37 el PA 

Average 17.6 0,0 | 23.5 | 58.8 17 
Unsatisfactory and 
Very Unsatisfactory 0.0 7.7_119.2 | 73.1 26 

Total Number of 
Students 9 4 is 39 70 

x* = 10.9 

P < lO ~ 
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This tendency for the more acceptable student to be better 

adjusted agrees with the view of Hurlock4@ who states, when speaking 

of adolescents, that the socially acceptable individual was active, 

socially aggressive, and extroverted, while oie unpopular ones rated 

very high in surgent traits such as moodiness, unreliability, etc. 

Sumnary 

When considering the social acceptability of the seventy 

seniors in this study, it may. be concluded that: 

1. High school seniors agree on the whole as to the 

acceptability of their classmates. 

} 2 The student's attitude toward his parents and his accept- 

ability by classmates Bee not closely associated, while his 

attitude toward his teachers appears to be closely associated 

with his degree of social acceptability. 

3. The students who were more intelligent and had the best 

grade-averages were more acceptable to their associates than 

were those with less ability or with poorer grades. 

4. There was a tendency for the students who were better 

adjusted in their homes and in total personality to be more 

acceptable socially, but the association was not great enough 

to be significant statistically. 

  

42. Hurlock, E. B., Ph. D., Adolescent Development, McGraw-Hill 

Book Co., Inc., New York, 1949, pages 203 and 209.
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

va 2 a Jp Hp , fo ; 
Yt 7 oe ee 4 4 2 af fe i 7 

Very little information was found in the published litera- 

-ture on the attitude of high school students toward their teachers 

and parents, and less on the effect of these attitudes on school 

progress or social acceptance by associates. The few studies deal- 

ing with the influence of certain home and parental factors on the 

general adjustment of students only indirectly concerned themselves 

with the problems set up for study in this thesis. 

The objective for this study was to determine the associa- 

tion between the student's general adjustment and his attitudes to- 

ward his parents and teachers and his school progress and the degree 

to which he was accepted ‘by associates in social situations. 

Fe ee Senaghign tian eeaacl. senior girls and boys living in a 

small town and the surrounding area furnished the data for this study. 

The data on these students were secured from five sources. Informa- 

tion on attitudes toward parents and teachers, social acceptability, 

and socio-economic factors was obtained by the questionnaire method, 

The questionnaires were completed by the students during their home- 

room periods. Information on personality adjustment was obtained by 

the use of the Bell Adjustment Inventory which was completed by the
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students during their home-room periods, and was augmented by the 

combined ratings of three teachers. Rating of I.Q. was obtained 

by the Otis Quick-Scoring Gamma Test. Information on school progress 

was agian fron the permanent school records. 
Liguales stow Forde “fe 

| The student s/ this study ranged from fifteen to twenty 

years in age, and their parents represented a wide range of occupa~ 

tional levels. Of the fathers, thirty percent represented profes- 

sional occupations, forty-three pereent represented the semi- 

professional occupations, Soe Pervene were skilled or semi-skilled, 

and seven percent were nner Loyes or deceased. | 

The education of the parents ranged tee practically no 

Sotlael eanpebion to PH.D and M.D. degrees, with the median point 

of education for parents being the eighth grade. 

These students on the whole were fairly well adjusted, 

Of the total group, thirty-one percent scored above average and 

twenty-three percent scored below average in personality adjustment. 

The data indicated that the location of the family, the size of the 

family, end the father's occupation had little, if any, association 

with the degree of adjustment of the student. 

The teachers did not rate individual students on adjustment 

as did the Bell Adjustment Inventory. Although there was a tendency 

for the teachers to rank more of the students considered well ad= 

justed by the Bell Inventory in the upper third for adjustment, the 

similarity betwemthe teachers' ratings for “individual students ‘and 

those of the Bell Inventory were not sufficiently close to be signi-
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 Lficant statistically. 

When the separate measures for home, health, enotional, and 

social areas as determined by Bell were studied, it was found thet 

the girls' poorest adjustment was in the areas of health and emotion, 

while the poorest adjustment for the boys was health. The best 

adjustment score for the girls was in the home, and the best score 

for the boys was in the emotional area. In total personality adjuste 

ment, as measured by Bell, the boys seemed slightly better adjusted 

than did the girls. The teachers' ratings placed more boys than 

girls in the upper third of the class for adjustment; however, the 

teachers also placed a slightly larger proportion of boys than of 

giris in the lowest third, 

These date suggest that, on the whole, high sehool seniors 

like their parents and their teachers; however, they appear to be less 

critical of their parents than of their teachers, The boys seemed 

to approve of their parents to 9 larger degree than did the girls, 

while the girls approved of their teachers more frequently than did 

the boys. This is interesting in the light of the fact that the 

teachers placed a larger proportion of the boys in the better adjusted 

group than they did of the girls. 

There appeared to be little similarity in the students! 

attitudes toward their parents and toward theirteachers. The students 

who liked their parents were just as apt to dislike their teachers as 

they were to like then, and vice versa.
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These high school seniors were slightly below the national 

average for the adult population in I.Q.'s as measured by the Otis 

Gamma Quick-Scoring Intelligence test. Only nine percent of the 

students were above average in I.Q. as compared to twenty percent 

of the adult population of the nation. When the I.Q.'s and grade 

averages of these students were compared, the students' grade 

averages were significantly higher than the I.Q@.'s would warrant. 

The girls on the whole, made better grades for their abilities 

than did the boys. 

Statistically there was a relationship between students! 

attitudes toward parents and school progress; however, the relation- 

ship as not is a straight line. The students who were average in 

their attitudes towards parents made the best grades for their I.Q. 

When the home adjustment was taken into consideration, a 

similar picture was found. The :students who were in the average 

group for home adjustment made better grades for their I.Q. than 

those who were less well or better adjusted. 

Attitudes toward teachers appear to be a factor in school 

progress. The students who had the best attitudes toward their 

teachers made significantly better grades for their abilities than 

those with poorer attitudes; however, they had only slightly better 

academic grades than did those who had the poorest attitudes toward
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teachers. The student who was average in attitudes toward 

teachers made the poorest grades in relation to ability. 

The total personality adjustment of the student was 

not closely associated with the student's grade average, although 

it was significantly associated with school progress in relation 

to I.Q. The students who scored in the average group on personality 

adjustment made significantly better grades for their abilities than 

did those who were the best or poorest in adjustment. 

These findings indicate that a student's attitudes toward 

his parents do not affect his. acceptability by his school associates, 

but that his attitudes toward his teachers are closely associated. 

Furthermore the more socially acceptable jae is more intelli- 

gent and has better grades than the less well accepted one. 

There was a tendency for the student who was better adjusted in 

his home and total personality to be more acceptable to his as- 

sociates, but this relationship was not great enough to be 

statistically significant. 

If these seniors represent a cross section of high 

school students, it may be concluded that the student who 

makes the best grades for his ability will fall into the 

average group in attitudes toward the parents; that is, he 

does not completely approve or disapprove of his parents; 

he will be in the average group for home adjustment; he will
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fall into the group of students who have the best attitudes toward 

teachers; he will be average in personality adjustment as measured 

by a standard personality test; he will be more acceptable to his 

associates socially; and he is more apt to be a girl than a boy. 

The student who is most acceptable to his associates will 

like his teachers, be more intelligent, and make better grades then 

the less acceptable one,
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CHAPTER VII 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In view of the findings in this study, the following 

recommendations are made: 

1. The general adjustment of high school senior students 

as seen by three high school teachers who knew the students 

well and that of a standard personality inventory were not 

significantly similar. This raises the question as to why 

these ratings differ and which rating is the more reliable. 

With the emphasis being placed today on personality ratings 

for placement and promotion, research needs to be done to 

pdtertein ‘the reltebility of thesé ratings, end why the retiage 

on a standardized test would differ from the ratings of 

trained teachers in a daily contact with students over a 

period of time. 

2. There appeared to be no association between the 

attitudé toward their parents amd the attitude toward their 

teachers on the part of the students. Since it is assumed by 

many that attitudes toward authority become patterned, jee. 

the individual tends to react toward all in authority in a 

similar manner, additional research is needed to ascertain 

whether eee findings are peculiar to this group of students 

or typical of de dileite in general. It appears that for the 

students in this study, the attitude is toward the person in 
authority and not authority itself.
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3. When the relationship between attitudes toward teachers 

and school progress of students is considered, the findings of 

this study indicate that the students who are in the best group 

for attitudes toward teachers made the best gradesin school for 

their I.Q. These relationships need further study to answer two 

questions: what was it in the relationship between teachers and 

students which made students feel kindly toward the teachers, and 

why did the students who feel the most kindly toward the teachers 

make better progress in school for their mental ability. This 

cannot be explained on the basis of grades for there was no 

relationship between grade aeande of students end attitude 

toward teachers. | 

4. Contrary to generally accepted belief, it was not the 

best adjusted student in this study who made the best grades Cor 

the I.Q., but the student who scored average in adjustment. This 

poses several questions: do standardized personality tests reliably 

measure adjustment, are the traits in personality usually considered 

good of such nature as to discourage a student from working to 

capacity in school, or are the school situations so designed that 

they are better suited to the child who is only average in adjust~ 

ment. A thorough study of these questions should offer much to the 

understanding of the why and wherefore of students' school progress. 

9» In view !of the fact that there is very little in the pub 
lished literature concerning the questions raised in this study, it 
is recommended thet a similar study be carried out on a statistically



adequate sample of high school seniors throughout the State. Such 

data should determine the extent to which the findings of this study 

are typical or atypical for high school seniors generally.
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APPENDIX
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APPEND IX 

Defining Probability 

When calculating the probability that the association 

between the qualities or the instances of the degrees of 

qualities of two or more factors may or may not be due to 

chance alone, the method of X2 or the sum of relative differ- 

ences is used. In doing this it is necessary to compare the 

actual frequencies of the degrees of the factors with the dis- 

tribution expected if the factors were independent and unrelated. 

After the observed values are inserted in a table, the 

first step is to find the independence value for each cell. In 

the example these values (m) represent the number of students in 

each of the grade-average classes for three attitude-groups, 

which one should expect to find in the absence of any actual 

association between the grade averages of the students and 

attitude-group. 

For example, the actual number of students with A 

grades in the first group in the sample of seventy was 2. If 

there were no association between grades and attitude toward 

parents, oie should expect to find ay or 1.1 students with 

A grades. The independence values are found for each cell by 

multiplying together the totals of the row and column in which 

the cell lies and dividing the product by the total number of 

instances.



Table 3. 

7) 

Comparison of Students Adjustment as Measured by Three 
High School Teachers and Bell Adjustment Inventory 

  

  

  

  

                  

Teachers Measures of Adjustment by Bell Invento Total 

Ratings of Unsatise | Very Un-| Number 
Personality Execellent| Good | Averaga factory | satis= of 

factory | Students 
= 

Best in obs 1 obs 6 |obs 6 jobs 0 obs 0 
Adjustment Mm. - Ded m3 |m 5.9 m2.04 ;m 10.9 

a a G3 .|d. ak d 2.04 {| d, 10.9 13 

a2 .009] a2 3 /a2 .002| a22.04 | a® 10.9 
rd 7.7 |rd 46.lird 46.1|} rd 0.0 | rd 0.0 

Average in obs 4 obs 9 |obs 22 |obs § obs 2 
Adjustment m 3.9 m 10.3 |m Bee im Jel mM 3.2 

d.. ot a2.3 id. 2.6 !€ «9 é 2.2 45 
a* 003. |a@ .2 ja? 12 |a2 .2 a2 45 
rd 8.8 rd 20.0|/rd 48.9 ird 17.8 rd 4.4 

Poorest in obs 1 obs 1 |obs 4 obs 3 obs 3 

Adjustment {m 1 m2e7 im 5.5 |m1.9 m .9 
a. 6 a1.7 id 1.5 |d 1.1 a.2.1 12 

az 0 d2 1.0 |a* .4 |ae .6 d? 4.9 
rd 8.3 rd 8.3 |rd 33.3 |rd 25,0 rd 25.0 

Total Number 

Students 6 16 32 11 5 70 

2 
x paodd get 

P => .10 
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When the independence values have been calculated 

for each cell, the next step is to find the difference (d in 

table) between the (obs) actual velue, and independence 

values (m). Each particular difference (d) is then squared 

(a* in table) and the squares divided by each particular 

independent value, (a* divided by m). These quotients are 

called the relative differences. The sum of relative differences 

is celled X*, 

The probability that Xx in the sample table (13.7 for 

a4 x 2 table) could be due to chance alone is > «10. This 

means that there are 10 chances in a 100 that the association 

could be due to chance alone. For X% to be significant the 

. probability must be (<) less than .05.
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ATTITUDES OF SENIOR STUDENTS 

Age Number of brothers Number of sisters 

Where do you live: In the country 

  

In Blacksburg or some other town_____ 

Who lives with you in your home: Your father 

Your mother____ 

Grandfather____ 

Grandmother___ 

Others 

If you had a free choice of places to live, what would be your choice 

  

How much money do you think your family has: 

More than most students in the senior class 

About as much as most students in the senior class _ 

Less than most students in the senior class 

How much schooling have your parents had: 
  

Seven years or less High School Beyond High School 
  

Mother 
  

Father            
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Please check the column which most nearly expresses your attitude 

  

Always 
, or 

Very Much   

Usually 
or 

Much 

Sometimes 

or 
Medium 

Seldom 

or 
Little 

Never 

or 

None 

  

1. (a) Do you like 
your mother? 

  

(b) Do you like 
your father? 

  

Re (a) Do you enjoy 
working with your 
mother? 
  

(b) Do you enjoy 
working with your 
father? 
  

36 (a) Are you afraid 
of your mother? 

  

(b) Are you afraid 
of your father? 
  

Le (a) Do you like to 
go places with your 
mother? 
  

(b) Do you like to 
go places with your 
father? 
  

5 (a) Is your mother 
fair in her treat- 
ment of you? 
  

(b) Is your father 
fair in his treat~ 
ment of you? 
  

Do your parents show 
favoritism? : - . 
    Te   Do you wish you had 

different parents?              
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Always 
or 

Very Much 

Usually 
or 

Much 

Sometimes 

or 
Medium 

Seldom 

or 
Little 

Never 

or 

None 
  

8. Do you think your 
teachers are fair 

to you? 
  

96 Do you like the 
teachers you have 
had in school? 
  

    
10.| Do your teachers 

show favoritism? 

1l.| Are you afraid of   your teachers?              
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Social Acceptibility Test 

I am very much interested in seeing what you think of each 
other or how you would rate your classmates. Today you are going to 
have a chance to vote for members of our class only. You may vote 
for boys and girls alike. Write carefully the first, last name of 
those for whom you vote. If you do not kmow how to spell their 
names, write them as best you can. You may vote for the same 
person more than once if you wish. Remember, vote for seniors only. 

1. If you were electing a class president, whom do you think should 
be elected? 

2. if your mother asks you to invite one senior to your birthday 
party, whom would you ask? 

3. Suppose that person could not accept; whom would you then invite? 

4. Suppose you had to select a third choice; whom would you then 
like to ask? 

5e Suppose you needed help on your class work and the teacher told 
you to get help from some senior; whom-would you ask? 

6. Suppose your class had some money. Someone must take care of it. 
Whom would you choose to be your class treasurer? 

7. Suppose you had a difficult and dangerous job to do. You needed 
help to do it, What senior would you depend upon to help you? 

8. What girl in the senior class gets along best with her class= 
mates? 

9. What boy in the senior class gets along best with his classmates? 

10. Name the student in the senior class whom you think is most 
likely to succeed in life? Why?
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ADJUSTMENT RATINGS OF SENIORS 

Please check the column under "gets along with other students", "accepts 
authority", and "takes responsibility", which more nearly fits the 
student being rated. 

NAME GETS ALONG ACCEPTS TAKES 

STU 3 ORITY OL Tr 
per | Ave— | Low per |Ave= |Lower| Upper | Ave= 

r e 
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